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Obtain Acknowledgment of Dropped out intimation under PhD Scheme: Phase-ll
1 message

Visvesvaraya PHD Scheme <phd-scheme@digilalindia.gov.in>
Reply-To: Visvesvaraya PHO Scheme <phd"scheme@digilalindia.gov.in>
To. phdscheme <phdscneme@med,alabasra in>
Ccr skbansal@digitalindia.gov.in, SonalSinha <sonal@digitalindia.gov.in>, Ivlohammad Rizwan Ansari
< rizwan@d igitalindia.gov- in>, Ansh ul Chauhan <anshul.cha uhan96@digitalind ia.gov.in>

Dear Madam/Sir,

This is to bring to your kind notice that PhD cell is in the process of releasing Fellowship and
RoR (as per eligibility) to Full-time PhD Candidates tor July 2023.

It has been observed that a few Full Time PhD candidates are getting dropped out from the
PhD Scheme Phase-ll and the institutions are not informing the PhD Cell about the same at the
right time. Due to this, the Fellowship and Reimbursement of Rent (RoR) are transferred to
these candidates even if they are dropped out of the scheme. ln some of these cases, some
institutions claim that they have intimated but did not receive the acknowledgement of
intimation receipt by PhD Cell. After examinataon of the matter, il was lound that the email could
not be delivered to PhD Cell.

Kindly refer to the 'Terms and Condilions" and "Standard Operating Procedure" accepted by the
institutions during the allotment of Full Time PhD seats. lt had specifically been mentioned "lf
due to non-intimation or late intimation by the rbspective institute, the fellowship is released to
the candidate by PhO Cell, OIC then it will be the responsibility of the institute to recover that
amount paid to the candidate in excess & beyond eligibility. PhD Cell, DIC in its sole disrrdllon
may decide to recover it from the amount due to be paid to the institute under other budget
heads of the scheme".

ln view of the same, kindly intimate PhD Cell if any Full-Time PhD candidate is dropped from
the scheme or absent or non-performing or other similar cases affecting the Fellowship and
Reimbursement of Rent (with additional reasons of change in accommodation) by I Aug 2023.

ln case, the institution does not ensure to intimate about any dropped out candidate or fails to
get the acknowledgement from PhD Cell. the excess Fellgwship or RoR released to any such
candidate would be recovered from the institution. .,,i.
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With Warm Regards

Visvesvaraya PhD Scheme for Electronics & lT,
Oigital lndia Corporation, MeitY
Room No. 2084, Electronics Niketan,
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